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Dependency vs. Constituency Trees

Syntactic structure of sentences can be represented using constituency
trees or dependency trees.
Constituency trees indicate recursive “bracketting” of the sentence–sequences
of words are grouped together to form constituents:
(1)

John (loves Mary)

Dependency trees indicate which words depend on which. Nivre (2005)
gives a good review of dependency-based formalisms and dependency parsing.
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Figure 1: A constituency and a dependency tree. Non-terminals in bold
mark heads. Following the trail of heads, we find the terminal node with
the same label as the node in a dependency tree would have.
Figure 1 illustrates a constituency tree and a dependency tree. In constituency trees, each non-terminal node (labelled in capital letters) represents a constituent. There are no non-terminals in dependency trees. If we
choose one of the sons in each constituent to be the head of the constituent,
e.g. the VP to be the head of the S, we can convert the constituency tree
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to a dependency tree by “lifting” the terminals up along paths marked with
heads.
An unordered dependency tree is a connected rooted directed acyclic
graph in graph-theoretic sense. An unordered dependency tree does not
capture any linear order of words, just pure dependencies. We cannot speak
about projectivity (see below) of unordered dependency trees.
An ordered dependency tree is an unordered dependency tree with a
specified linear order of the nodes. We can thus draw the nodes in the tree
from left to right (and the drawing actually means something).
A constituency tree can be defined e.g. as a term, using this recursive
definition: 1) a terminal is a term, 2) if t1 , . . . , tn are terms and N is a
non-terminal, then N (t1 , . . . , tn ) is a term. In the graph-theoretic view, a
constituency tree is a tree with linearly ordered sons of each non-terminal.

1.1

Crossing Brackets, Non-Projectivity

Here is a simple example of a sentence with “crossing brackets”:
(2)

Mary, John loves.

Constituency trees cannot represent structures where a constituent was
“moved” outside of its father’s span (unless we use empty constituents,
sometimes called “traces”, i.e. constituents spanning no words, optionally
co-indexed with the “moved” words). Because there are no non-terminals in
dependency trees to represent the derivation history, some of the “crossing
brackets” structures just disappear, see Figure 2.1
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Figure 2: An example of a crossing-bracket yet projective structure.
There are however structures, such as the Dutch “cross-serial” dependencies where, even dependency trees become non-projective, i.e. there is a
“gap” in the span of a subtree. Representing non-projectivity in dependency
trees is easy and natural, see Figure 3.
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See the difference between a D-tree and a DR-tree as defined by Holan et al. (1998).
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. . . dat
. . . that

kinderen
zwemmen
Jan
zag
children
swim
John
saw
. . . that John saw children swim.

Figure 3: Dutch “cross-serial” dependencies, a non-projective tree with one
gap caused by saw within the span of swim.
Non-projective structures can be relatively rare in English but amount
to 23% of sentences in Czech, a Slavic language with relatively free word
order (Debusmann and Kuhlmann, 2007).

1.2

Gap Degree and Well-Nestedness

Holan et al. (1998) and Kuhlmann and Möhl (2007) define a measure of nonprojectivity: gap degree is the number of gaps in a dependency structure.
Gap-zero structures are projective structures.
Kuhlmann and Möhl (2007) define another constraint on dependency
structures: in well-nested structures, disjoint subtrees must not interleave.
Debusmann and Kuhlmann (2007) evaluated that in the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2006), 99.5% of structures are well-nested and
up to gap-1, despite the fact that Czech grammar in principle allows unbounded pumping of gap-degree. The construction is based on two verbs
and intermixed modifiers where the dependency relations are disambiguated
based on syntactic criteria (e.g. obligatory reflexive particle se or subcategorization for a particular preposition or case) and semantic criteria (e.g.
verb in past tense cannot accept time modifier refering to future):

(3)
Proti odmı́tnutı́
Against dismissal

zı́tra
se
Petr
aux-refl tomorrow Peter

v práci
at work

rozhodl
decided

protestovat
to object

Peter decided to object against the dismissal at work tomorrow.
The non-projective dependencies are se and Peter depending on the
3

main verb decided but appearing within the span of dependents of to object: against dismissal, tomorrow, at work. With the main verb itself, there
are 3 gaps within the yield of to object.
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Tree Grammars

Tree grammars are one type of finite formal means to define (infinite) sets
of trees.
Tree-adjoining grammars (TAG, tag (), see also the review by Joshi
et al. (1990)) start from a set of initial trees and use tree substitution and
tree adjunction to derive a tree. The tree substitution operation attaches
a treelet to a frontier (leaf non-terminal). The tree adjunction splits a tree
in a non-terminal and stitches a treelet in between, see Figure 4. Treesubstitution grammars (TSG, Eisner (2003) or e.g. Bojar and Čmejrek
(2007)) are like TAG but allow only tree substitution, no tree adjunction.
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Figure 4: Tree substitution at frontier F and tree adjunction at internal
node A.
Figure 5 illustrates how a sentence is analyzed using a constituency-based
TSG and a dependency-based TSG. The difference between constituencyand dependency-based TSG is the type of underlying trees. Non-terminal
nodes in a dependency-based TSG can appear as leaves of unfinished trees
only and have to be substituted by a tree later in the derivation.

2.1

Constituency vs. Dependency Tree Adjunction

TAG defines the adjunction operation for constituency trees only. The same
definition cannot be casted to dependency-based TSG (dep-TSG) because
there are no internal non-terminals to adjoin at. However, we can still think
of the “linguistic adjunction” in dep-TSG. This operation adds adjuncts to
a node. In terms of TSG, a little tree gets attached to an internal node
instead at a frontier. dep-TSG adjunction thus allows to add siblings to an
already existing node.
The trouble starts if we consider ordered dependency trees. Where is the
new dependent placed with respect of the existing dependents? And is the
newly attached subtree attached projectively, or can older nodes in the tree
introduce gaps into it? (And where the gaps are allowed to be?) E.g. Quirk
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Figure 5:

Derivation of a sentence using constituency-based and
.
dependency-based tree substitutions. The substitution is indicated by “..”.
et al. (2005) use a probabilistic model to interleave old dependents and newly
adjoint dependents but do not seem allow non-projective attachments.

2.2

Remarks on Generative Capacity

This is by no means a complete survey.
Gaifman (1965) shows that projective dependency structures are weakly
equivalent to CFG. We have already illustrated how marking of heads is
used to convert a constituency tree to a dependency tree in Figure 1.
Joshi et al. (1990) describe various formalisms for so-called mildly context sensitive (MCS) grammars. The term MCS refers to various grammars beyond CFG but still polynomially parsable. TAG is one of them
and was motivated by the need to represent Dutch cross-serial dependencies
(Figure 3). Naturally, TAG needs traces in its constituency trees.
Kuhlmann and Möhl (2007) shows that lexicalized TAG (LTAG) is equivalent to well-nested dependency structures with at most one gap. kuhlmannmohl:2007:ACLMain ( also define an infinite hierarchy of mildly contextsensitive dependency structures (i.e. parsable in polynomial time) of ever
growing weak generative power.
Plátek (2001) defines a special type of formal automata to define a hierarchy of languages beyond CFG. Jurdziński et al. (2008) shows that already
the class of languages accepted by a quite restricted from of the automaton
contains NP-complete languages and is thus not much useful for efficient
parsing.
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Synchronous Grammars

Synchronous grammars are vaguely speaking pairs of formalisms attached to each other. So instead of deriving a single tree, we obtain a
pair of structures in a synchronous derivation.
Chiang and Knight (2006) gives a nice and brief overview of synchronous
context-free grammars (SCFG), synchronous tree-substitution grammars (STSG)
and synchronous tree-adjoining grammars (STAG), including parsing strategies. All his examples are based on constituency trees.

3.1

Translation Direction

When designing an MT system, one should consider the properties of the
source and target languages.
For instance, when translating from Czech to English, source-side nonprojectivities have to be accounted for. Alternatively, a non-projective dependency parser such as (McDonald et al., 2005) can be used and the resulting dependency tree can be tranfered to the target language using e.g.
STSG.
When translating from English to Czech, significant portion of nonprojective structures can be disregarded because there exists a grammatically correct reordering that reduces the gap degree. For instance, the
sentence in Example 3 could be translated from the English gloss as Petr
se rozhodl proti odmı́tnutı́ zı́tra v práci protestovat., rendering no gap at all.
However, the position of the reflexive particle se is fairly rigid (the “second”
position in the sentence) and constraints on topic-focus articulation often
lead to a gap-1 structure. Forcing projective word order by e.g. CFG as
Galley et al. (2006) do on the target side would lead to mildly disfluent
output.
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